LANGUAGE & CULTURE
Berber languages form a branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family
comprising many closely related varieties, including Riff, Kabyle
and Shilha, with a total of roughly 30 million-40 million speakers.
Traditionally, men take care of livestock. They migrate by following the natural cycle of grazing, and seeking water and shelter.
They are thus assured with an abundance of wool, cotton and plants
used for dyeing. Women look after the family and handicrafts.
The customs and traditions differ from one region to another.
The social structure of the Berbers is tribal. A leader is appointed to
command the tribe. In the Middle Ages, many women had the power
to govern, such as Kahina and Tazoughert Fatma in Aurès, Tin Hinan
in Hoggar, Chemci in Aït Iraten, Fatma Tazoughert in the Aurès.
Lalla Fatma N’Soumer was a Berber woman in Kabylie who fought
against the French. The majority of Berber tribes currently have men
as heads of the tribe. In Algeria, the el Kseur platform in Kabylie
gives tribes the right to fine criminal offenders. In areas of Chaoui,
tribal leaders enact sanctions against criminals. The Tuareg have a
king who decides the fate of the tribe and is known as Amenokal.
It is a very hierarchical society. The Mozabites are governed by the
spiritual leaders of Ibadism. The Mozabites lead communal lives.
In marriages, the man selects the woman, and depending on the
tribe, the family often makes the decision. In comparison, in
the Tuareg culture, the woman chooses her future husband. The
rites of marriage are different for each tribe. The families are
either patriarchal or matriarchal, according to the tribe.

SOME COMMON PHRASES
IN BERBER

Hello
How are you?
Market
Money
Thank you

Manzakine / Salam
Manzakine Za?
Souk
Flooss
Thank you

Water
What is your name?
What time is it?
Today
Tomorrow
Please
How much?
House

Aman
Matghette si sem?
Menshke El kemen?
Rass
Sebahe
Please
Menshke aysoua?
Tighemi
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WHO SPEAKS BERBER?

WHY STUDY BERBER?

Berber are the indigenous ethnic group of North Africa, west

A Berber defines himself through his language, called

of the Nile Valley. They are continuously distributed from the

Tamazight. It is the very core of the Berber identity. The sur-

Atlantic to the Siwa oasis, in Egypt, and from the Mediterranean to the Niger River. Historically, they spoke the Berber language and local varieties of it, which together form
the “Berber branch” of theAfro-Asiatic language family.

viving, miraculously preserved one and a non-written Berber
language for centuries. It is a language repressed for political
reasons, because it become the flag of an identity claim, the
claim of the Berbers. Morocco is has the most Berber speaker,

Today, most Berber-speaking people (25 to 35 million) live in

it estimates that 40 to 60% of its inhabitants speak Berber,

Algeria and Morocco. Smaller Berber-speaking populations are

split between several dialects, Tarifit in the north, Braber or

scattered throughout Tunisia, Libya, Mauritania, Mali, and Niger,

Tamazight in High and Middle Morocco, Atlas in the central

as well as large migrant communities living in Europe. Many
Berbers call themselves some variant of the word imazighen
(singular: Amazigh), possibly meaning “free people” or “free
and noble men”. The word has probably an ancient parallel in the
Roman and Greek names for some of the Berbers, “Mazices”.

Berber Woman Preparing Tea
Berber Woman Preparing Tea

part of the country, Chleuh, or Shilha, in High and Anti-Atlas,
and Zanata near the Algerian border. 25% to 35% Algerians
speak Berber (mainly Kabyle [4 million speakers] and Chawi
[2 millionspeakers]). In Tunisia, Berber is spoken mainly in the
south. In Lybia, around 20% of the population speaks Nefoussa,

Traditionally, men take care of livestock while women look af-

Tuareg or Tamasheq, spoken through all the Saharan south,

ter the family and handicrafts - first for their personal use, and

Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso and Mauritania. When you travel in

secondly for sale in the souqs in their locality. The Berber tribes
traditionally weave kilims that maintain the traditional appearance and distinctiveness of the region of origin of each tribe.

Morocco, youspeak Berber without being aware of it as place
and village namesare most often Berber.

A Berber Man
A Bwerber
Man
A Berber Man

Traditional Berber Jewellery and Goods

Algerian brides wearing a traditional Berber wedding headpiece
Traditional Berber Attire

Berber woman making Argan oil

